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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a novel hybrid packet-event / fluid-
flow network simulation scheme. A packet-event simulation
technique uses the arrivals and the departures of packets to
model the queuing system. The applications that need fine-
grained performance details, are simulated with an adapted
event based approach. The impact of the background traffic
on these foreground packets is simulated by virtual pack-
ets, which are created and put in the queue each time a
foreground packet arrives. The calculation of the number
and the size of these virtual packets is based on a fluid-
flow approximation of the buffer occupation probability den-
sity function of the background stream. A Many Sources
Large Deviations traffic descriptor is used to characterize
the fluid-flow. A numerical evaluation of this hybrid simula-
tion scheme is performed with a video streaming application
as foreground traffic and measured network traces as back-
ground traffic.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Probabilistic algorithms
(including Monte Carlo); G.3 [Probability and Statis-
tics]: Queuing Theory

General Terms
Simulation, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
The discrete events for a packet-event network simulation

are the arrivals of packets in a network node and the depar-
ture of packets on a carrier. A network can be modeled by
queues having a limited buffer size. These queues are in-
terconnected with links characterized by their transmission
capacity. A packet-event network simulation gives a highly
detailed view of what is happening in the network but it
can become very slow if many events are generated. This
is the case for high bandwidth links or for networks with
a large number of devices. Parallel packet-event simulation
can increase the scalability but this approach can not be
used for high bandwidth links due to the sequential nature
of a traffic flow on a link. The technique which uses events
originating from the arrival or departure of packets, has to
be abandoned if a higher simulation speed is required.

Fluid-flow based approaches for estimating the queuing
behavior of network traffic can be used to accelerate the
simulation. The level of detail is however less and precision
is sacrificed for a faster run-time. Under fluid traffic, pack-
ets lose their identity; however, message identity is retained
using the usual discrete-event methodology. Subtle protocol
dynamics can not be studied using this technique. Network
emulation systems which interact with applications running
on a real network, are also not feasible.

The combination of packet-event simulations and fluid-
flow approximations can be an answer to the challenge of
getting packet level details in a reasonable amount of time.
In the majority of scenarios, a simulation is carried out
to get the performance indicators of a specific application
when the data from that application is multiplexed with
the background traffic on a network. A hybrid simulator
separates the traffic into two classes. The packets of the
foreground traffic, for which fine-grained performance de-
tails are needed, are simulated by an event-driven approach,
while the background traffic, for which less detailed infor-



mation is required, is approximated by a fluid-flow model.
These hybrid techniques in which packet-event simulation

and fluid-flow approximations are combined, are a recent de-
velopment. Some approaches use different simulators for the
foreground traffic and the background stream [15], other sep-
arate the network into packet parts and fluid parts [5]. Two
simulators [7, 12] integrate the Monte-Carlo simulation and
the fluid model into the same simulator. Both use the behav-
ior of the transport layer to model the fluid-flow. Traffic is
simulated as an incompressible fluid, flowing among storage
tanks (the buffers). For example open-loop (UDP) traffic is
generated by an Exponential ON/OFF traffic generator and
the closed-loop (TCP) source model is a simplified version
of TCP Reno. A complex approach is needed to synchro-
nize the foreground traffic and the background stream and
to model the interaction of the the fluid-flow approximation
with the packet-event simulation.

In this paper, an alternative hybrid simulation strategy is
proposed. The foreground traffic is simulated in an adapted
packet-event way. The impact of the background fluid-flow
on the foreground traffic stream is modeled by putting vir-
tual background packets in the packet-event queue, every
time a foreground packet arrives. The number and size
of the virtual background packets are estimated by sam-
pling the buffer occupation probability density function of
the background stream. The calculation of this background
traffic descriptor is based on the Large Deviations theory. In
articles [8, 9] the performance of different background cal-
culation methods was evaluated: Heavy Traffic, Moderate
Deviations and Large Deviations. These methods are all in-
dependent of the higher layer mechanics as TCP or UDP
and can be computed using real traffic traces. The estimate
based on the Large Deviations asymptotic has the most ap-
pealing characteristics for hybrid simulation and will be used
in this paper as background traffic descriptor. In [13], the
fluid-flow paradigm is extended with packet-event details. In
our approach the event-driven simulation takes into account
fluid-flow background streams.

In this paper all figures are based on the Bellcore LAN
trace1. During this research many traffic traces have been
investigated including traces of The National Laboratory for
Applied Network Research2. No significant differences have
been noted during analysis. The Bellcore LAN has been cho-
sen as reference for long range dependency and self similar
behavior, which is described in several papers [10, 14].

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the basic
queuing model is detailed. The background traffic descrip-
tor based on the Large Deviations theory is introduced in
section 3 whereas section 4 deals with the hybrid simula-
tion strategy. Packet-event simulations for a video streaming
foreground application multiplexed with a real background
trace, the Bellcore LAN trace, are compared to the hybrid
simulation results in section 5.

2. QUEUING MODEL

1The BC-pAug89.TL is a text file that contains a row with
a time stamp and the IP packet size for each packet. The
trace can be downloaded form The Internet Traffic Archive:
http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/.
2The Network and Measurement team of the National Labo-
ratory for Applied Network Research distributes several data
sets: http://pma.nlanr.net/.

2.1 Packet-Event Simulation
Packet-based data networks are easily modeled by queu-

ing systems. Data is parceled up into packets and these
are sent over wires. At network nodes where several wires3

meet, incoming packets are inspected, queued up, and sent
out over the appropriate wire. When the total number of
traffic units, i.e. bytes or cells, reaches the buffer size, pack-
ets are discarded. The workload of the queue changes in a
discontinuous way:

• if a new packet arrives in the network node and the
number of traffic units in the queue plus the size of the
new packet is less than the queue length, the load of the
queue increases with the size of the packet, otherwise
the packet is dropped;

• if a packet is processed, e.g. the last traffic unit is put
on the wire, the following packet can leave the queue
and the load of the queue decreases with the size of
the packet which will be processed next.

Let tA
i be the arrival time of the ith packet of a traffic trace

and tL
i the time that the ith packet leaves the queue. The

workload of a FIFO4 queuing system with an infinite buffer
changes

if t = tA
i : Qti = Qti−1 + Ai (1)

if t = tL
i : Qti = Qti−1 −Ai (2)

where Qt is the workload of the queue at time t and Ai is
respectively the size of the packet arriving at time tA

i and
the size of the packet leaving at time tL

i . ti−1 is the previous
changing time of the load of the queue. tL

i can be calculated
by evaluating the time at which the previous packet needs
to be sent out

if the line is idle : tL
i = tA

i (3)

if the line is in use : tL
i = tL

i−1 +
Ai−1

C
(4)

where C is the transmission capacity in traffic units of the
network link. The equations (1, 2, 3 and 4) are the gov-
erning formulas for a packet-event simulation. A trace file
containing the arrival times of the packets and the corre-
sponding packet sizes of a measured traffic stream can be
used as input for the event-driven simulation. A realistic
network simulator will take into account the packet drops
due to the limited buffer size.

The buffer occupation PDF5, noted fPE , is calculated for
each buffer occupation level as the time that the buffer has
this load level divided by the total simulation time T :

fPE(Q = B) =
1

T

TX
ti=0

(ti+1 − ti)1B(Qti) (5)

where T is the total simulation time and 1B(Qti) the indi-
cator function of the packet-event buffer occupation.

3A wireless network can be regarded as one generalized pro-
cessor sharing queuing system for all the devices within
transmission range. A paper is currently in preparation and
will be submitted end 2007 about an extension of the theory
to wireless base stations and ad-hoc networks.
4First In First Out
5Probability Distribution Function
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2.2 Lindley’s Fluid-Flow Recursion
The basic FIFO queuing system can be quantified using

the Lindley’s recursion [3]:

Qtn =
`
Qtn−1 + Atn − Ctn

´+
(6)

where x+ denotes the positive part of x, i.e. max (x, 0).
Qtn can be interpreted as the amount of work in the queue
between time tn and tn+1, Atn as the arrival process, i.e.
the number of traffic units from packets that arrive in the
interval ]tn−1, tn] and Ctn = C · (tn − tn−1) the number
of traffic units served between times tn−1 and tn with fix
transmission capacity C. If the arrival times tn correspond
to the arrival times tA

i , the concept of a packet leaving the
queue is abandoned and a continuous stream of traffic units
is processed. If the time unit ∆t, the difference between
times tn−1 and tn, is constant, the arrival process is also a
continuous stream of traffic units and the idea of a packet
entering the queue is also lost. A traffic flow is entering the
queuing system and a traffic stream is leaving the system in
a fluid way; a fluid-flow simulation is performed.

Using fix time units ∆t, called fluid steps or bins, Lindley’s
recursion simplifies to

Qn = (Qn−1 + An − C∆t)
+ (7)

where Qn can be interpreted as the load of the queue during
fluid step n ∈ Z, An the number of traffic units from packets
that arrive in fluid step n and C∆t = C∆t as the constant
number of traffic units served in one fluid step. Equation
(7) is the most rudimentary formula describing the behavior
of a fluid flow in a FIFO queuing system with an infinite
buffer.

The fluid-flow buffer occupation PDF, fFF can be calcu-
lated as the number of fluid steps the buffer occupation level
has the corresponding level divided by the total number of
fluid steps N :

fFF (Q = B) =
1

N

NX
n=0

1B(Qn) (8)

where N is the total number of fluid steps and 1B(Qn) the
indicator function of the fluid occupation level.

The CCDF6 of the buffer occupation can be calculated:

Pr(Q > B) = 1−
BX

b=0

f(Q = b) (9)

Figures 1 and 2 show the CCDF of the buffer occupation
of a packet-event simulation (PE) and of several fluid-flow
simulations (FF) with different fluid steps for the Bellcore
LAN trace with a transmission capacity C = 10 Mbps. The
fluid step, 1.214 ms, corresponds to the maximum packet
size, 1518 byte, divided by the transmission capacity.

The CCDF of the buffer occupation of the fluid-flow sim-
ulation mimics the CCDF of the packet-event simulation if
the fluid step is the maximum packet size divided by the

6Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function
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Figure 1: The CCDF of the buffer occupation Q of a
packet-event simulation (PE) for the Bellcore LAN
trace compared to the CCDF of the buffer occu-
pation of fluid-flow simulations (FF) with different
fluid steps for the same traffic trace. The transmis-
sion capacity equals 10 Mbps.

transmission capacity or the fluid step is a multiple of this
value. For smaller values the CCDF is higher for all occupa-
tion levels. The time to put a packet of the maximum size
on the line is then longer than the bin duration. In the fluid
flow model the packet is segmented in smaller ones. For val-
ues of the bin duration between the multiples, the CCDF
is also between the CCDF of the multiples but the sharp
edges are smoothed out. These edges correspond to a large
amount of packets with a size equal to the bin occupation
on that edge.

The step behavior of the simulated results is due to the
distribution of the packet sizes in the Bellcore LAN trace.
Figure 3 shows the complementary cumulative packet size
distribution of the Bellcore LAN trace. A large step means
a high probability that the corresponding number of traffic
units are in the buffer. If a packet size is very probable
and the number of packets in the buffer is small, the buffer
occupation probability for the number of traffic units, that
equals a highly probable packet size, will be very high. When
multiple traffic traces are multiplexed, this step behavior will
fade out.

2.3 Stationarity
Both PDFs, equation (5 and 8), are stable if the buffer

occupation process Qn is stationary. This is the case if the
following assumptions are valid:

• C∆t is independent of n;

• the arrival fluid flow is stationary, i.e. (A−n, . . . , A0)
has the same distribution as (A−n−m, . . . , A−m) for
every n and m;

• the mean traffic rate is lower than the capacity, i.e.
E (An) ≤ C;

• the queue is empty at time −∞.

The expression for Qn can then be simplified [9] to:
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Figure 2: The CCDF of the buffer occupation Q of a
packet-event simulation (PE) for the Bellcore LAN
trace compared to the CCDF of the buffer occu-
pation of fluid-flow simulations (FF) with different
fluid steps for the same traffic trace. The transmis-
sion capacity equals 10 Mbps.

Qn = sup
m≤n

(Sm,n −m∆tC) (10)

where C is the transmission capacity of the link, t
∆t

= m an

integer number of bins, Sm,n =
Pm−1

i=0 An−i the cumulative
arrival process. The corresponding PDF, fSS , is called the
steady state distribution of the buffer occupation level.

fSS(Q = B) =
1

N −m

N−m+1X
n=0

1B

„
sup

m∈N0

(Sm,n −m∆tC)

«
(11)

Only in certain cases7 this probability can be calculated an-
alytically. For real traffic traces numerical approaches have
to be used to find an estimate.

2.4 Rare-Event Approximation
In case of a high performance queuing network, it is very

probable that the queue empties regularly. The probability
that the queue load Q has a value B, is then small and
the principle of the largest term can be used to move the
supremum out of the probability. The PDF of the rare-event
approximation, fRE , becomes

fRE(Q = B) = sup
m∈N0

1

N −m

N−m+1X
n=0

1B (Sm,n −m∆tC)

(12)
The principle of the largest term stipulates that if a rare-
event happens, it occurs in the most probable way. In a
queuing system, this means that a specific time-scale, t =
m∆t, dominates the build up of the queue load to a buffer
occupation level B. The time parameter t can be interpreted
as the most probable time starting from an empty queue that
the buffer load reaches a number of traffic units B.

7For basic arrival distributions, i.e Poisson traffic, the calcu-
lation can be done but real traffic tends to behave differently
[14].
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Figure 3: The complementary cumulative packet
size distribution for the Bellcore LAN trace gives
the probability that a packet size s is larger than a
certain length l. The step behavior of the simulated
graphs in figures 1 and 2 is due to the jumps in the
distribution of the packet sizes in the traffic trace.

Figure 4 shows the CCDF of the buffer occupation of fluid-
flow simulations and of the rare event approximations for dif-
ferent transmission capacities C. The trace is the Bellcore
LAN trace and the fluid steps corresponds to the maximum
packet size, 1518 byte, divided by the corresponding trans-
mission capacity. In case of a high transmission capacity the
rare-event results are very similar to the fluid-flow simula-
tions. The higher the transmission capacity, the lower the
probability of a buffer overflow and the better the rare-event
simulation. Moving the supremum out of the stationary
PDF corresponds to the selection of the most probable path
to overflow. For low transmission capacities the rare-event
approximation considers only the path to overflow with the
highest probability but the fluid-flow simulations counts all
the different paths, which in this case have an impact on the
buffer occupation. For higher transmission capacities, only
one path to overflow has to be considered.

3. BACKGROUND TRAFFIC DESCRIPTOR

3.1 Large Deviations Approximation
The main problem with the trace-driven fluid-flow simu-

lation is the large number of simulation runs needed to get
a realistic traffic descriptor when several independent traffic
streams are multiplexed. Each traffic trace can start in a
random fluid step. The most natural approach is to gen-
erate the fluid arrivals for the different traffic streams in a
cyclic way, e.g. fluid step AN , the last of a traffic trace will
be followed by fluid step A0 of the same trace. The starting
value of the fluid step for each traffic flow is randomized for
each run. The final value is the mean of all the runs.

Large deviations theory gives a method to calculate ex-
actly what happens when many independent traffic streams
are multiplexed. The limiting regime of interest8, the many
flows regime, considers what happens when a queue is shared

8The large buffer asymptotic [3] can not be used due to the
possible small values of B.
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Figure 4: The CCDF of the buffer occupation Q
of the fluid-flow simulations (FF) for the Bellcore
LAN trace compared to the CCDF of the rare-event
approximations (RE) for the same traffic trace.
The transmission capacity varies between 7.5 Mbps
(highest buffer occupation probability) and 15 Mbps
(lowest buffer occupation probability).

by a large number of independent traffic flows. This is cer-
tainly the case for a WAN or a large LAN background traffic
stream.

Consider a single FIFO server queue, with N sources and

constant service rate C = cN . Let A
(i)
n be the number of

traffic units arriving from source i during fluid step n. As-

sume that for each i,
“
A

(i)
n , n ∈ Z

”
is a stationary sequence

of random variables, and that these sequences are indepen-
dent of each other. The CCDF of the buffer occupation of
the multiplexing of the different traffic streams in a FIFO
queuing system for N →∞ can be estimated as [11]:

Pr(Q ≥ B) =
1

st̂

q
2πσ2

t̂
N

e−NI(b+ct) (13)

where B = Nb, S
(i)
m,n =

Pm−1
j=0 A

(i)
n−j , the moment generat-

ing function φ
(i)
t=m∆t(s) = EesS

(i)
m,nand the rate function

I(b + ct) = inf
t: t

∆t
∈N0

Jt(b + ct) (14)

= inf
t: t

∆t
∈N0

sup
s∈R+

s(b + ct)−
nX

i=1

ni log φ
(i)
t (s)

with N i the number of flows from class i, ni = N i/N and

σ2
t̂ = d2Jt(b+ct)

ds2

˛̨
(t = t̂, s = st̂) . st can easily be found as

st = args

 
b + ct =

nX
i=1

ni φ
(i)′

t (s)

φ
(i)
t (s)

!
(15)

and the expression for σ2
t̂ simplifies to
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Figure 5: The CCDF of the buffer occupation Q of
rare-event simulations (RE) for the Bellcore LAN
trace compared to the CCDF of the large devia-
tions calculation (LD) for the same traffic trace.
The transmission capacity varies between 7.5 Mbps
(highest buffer occupation probability) and 15 Mbps
(lowest buffer occupation probability).

σ2
t̂ =

nX
i=1

ni

 
φ

(i)′′

t (s)

φ
(i)
t (s)

−

 
φ

(i)′

t (s)

φ
(i)
t (s)

!2! ˛̨
(t = t̂, s = st̂)

(16)
A linear search has to be performed to find the value of
the optimum t̂. This parameter, which is a multiple of the
fluid step ∆t, corresponds to the most probable buffer busy
period before reaching an occupation level B starting from
an empty buffer.

The estimate of equation (13) is exact for N → ∞. The
expressions can however be used when N is large but un-
known, as for WAN traffic traces. References [1, 2] demon-
strate that the equations (13, 14, 15 and 16) are valid for
a traffic trace composed of a large number of independent
and possible different traffic streams by putting N = 1 and
performing the calculation on the complete trace.

Roughly speaking, this estimate gives an exponential ap-
proximation of the rare-event approach for the queuing be-
havior of multiplexed traffic streams where each traffic streams
is composed of the packets from many independent sources.

Figure 5 shows the CCDF of the buffer occupation of the
rare-event simulation and the large deviations calculation
for the Bellcore LAN trace. The transmission capacity C
is respectively 7.5 Mbps, 10 Mbps and 15 Mbps. The fluid
step, 1.214 ms, corresponds to the maximum packet size,
1518 byte, divided by the transmission capacity. The large
deviations approximation mimics very closely the rare-event
results. For a small value of B the large deviations cal-
culation overestimates the CCDF of the buffer occupation,
for large values of B it underestimates the CCDF. In case
of a high traffic load, e.g. a low transmission capacity, the
logarithmic CCDF of the rare-event simulation is almost lin-
ear and the large deviations result, which is an exponential
approximation, naturally fits the CCDF of the buffer occu-
pation. In a low traffic load scenario the logarithmic CCDF
is only piece-wise linear and the large deviations method has
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packet-event simulation (PE), a fluid-flow simulation
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more difficulties tracking the CCDF of the rare-event simu-
lation. This can produce non physical results as shown for
C = 15 Mbps and B ≈ 900 byte.

The inaccuracy of the Large Deviations method has three
main causes:

• the use of a fluid step smooths out the sharp edges of
the CCDF of the packet-event simulations, which are
due to the statistics of the packet size distribution of
the trace; a wrong choice of bin can ruin the fluid-flow
simulation;

• the rare-event approximation only considers the most
probable path to overflow; the best results are obtained
for a small traffic load, e.g. a high transmission capac-
ity compared to the mean traffic rate9;

• the large deviations calculation gives an exponential
approximation to the rare event results which can be
considered as piece-wise linear; the higher the load the
better the approximation.

The first and last point can easily be remedied by consider-
ing the multiplexing characteristics of the large deviations
approach.

Figure 6 shows the CCDF of the buffer occupation for
a packet-event simulation, a fluid-flow simulation, a rare-
event approximation and a large deviations calculation for
the Bellcore LAN trace with a transmission capacity of 10
Mbps and a fluid step of 1.214 ms, corresponding to the
maximum packet size, 1518 byte, divided by the transmis-
sion capacity.

3.2 Multiplexing traffic streams
9A mean traffic load of 40% saturates a typical WAN eas-
ily. This paper considers only non saturated networks. A
Heavy Traffic approach can be used for saturated networks
as explained in [8, 9].

It might be expected that when bursty and smooth traf-
fic are multiplexed on a link that the bursty traffic will be
smoothed out and the smooth traffic stream will become
more bursty. Indeed, this happens in a router with a small
number of inputs. But in the Many Flows Scaling regime10

this is not the case. In other words, the individual traffic
flows do not depend on the traffic mix at the router as long
as the queue empties regularly with high probability. This is
known as decoupling [16] and allows for the introduction of
a intuitive descriptor of the stochastic properties of an indi-
vidual traffic stream, called the Effective Bandwidth (αt(s))
of the fluid-flow [6].

αt(s) =
1

st
log φt(s) (17)

In the large deviations limit, it makes sense to talk about
the effective bandwidth of a single flow through a network
as long as in each network device the service rate is higher
than the mean arrival rate. In that case, the effective band-
width of the departure flow at the last device will exactly
be the same as the effective bandwidth of the arrival flow
at the first device. The effective bandwidth is additive for
independent sources and can also be understood in terms of
admission regions. Suppose there are mN flows with effec-
tive bandwidth αt(s) and nN flows with effective bandwidth
βt(s). For what values of m and n does the system meet the
quality of service constraint γ? In reference [1] the quality
constraint is defined as

Pr
“
QN ≥ Nx

”
< e−γN (18)

and the admissible region is\
t>0


m, n : ∃s > 0 : mαt(s) + nβt(s) < c +

b

t
− γ

st

ff
(19)

This equation shows that the effective bandwidth can be
used to characterize the trade-off between flows of different
types.

The space-scale s is a parameter for the degree of multi-
plexing [4]. The more s approaches 0, the more the multi-
plexing will be efficient and the effective parameter tends to
the mean rate of the traffic stream at the appropriate time-
scale. If s becomes large, the flows will not multiplex very
well and the effective bandwidth will be close to the peak
rate of the traffic stream at the corresponding time-scale.
For a fixed t, the effective bandwidth is strictly convex go-
ing from the mean rate to the peak rate of the traffic flow
at time-scale t. Figure 7 gives a surface plot of the effec-
tive bandwidth of the Bellcore LAN trace. Ripples in the
t-direction correspond to periodic components in the traffic
stream.

Figure 8 shows the CCDF of the buffer occupation for a
packet-event simulation of a randomized multiplexing of 25
times the Bellcore LAN traces and the CCDF of the large
deviations approximation for the same traffic. The transmis-
sion capacity is 100 Mbps and the basic fluid step is 0.1214
ms, corresponding to the maximum packet size, 1518 byte,
divided by the transmission capacity. The plotted CCDF of
the buffer occupation for the packet-event simulation is the

10Experimental setups have shown that already for a rather
small number of flows N = 3 for two traffic classes, the
departure flows are mostly decoupled [16].
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Figure 7: The effective bandwidth of the Bellcore
LAN trace as a function of s the space or multiplex-
ing parameter and t the time scale.

mean value of 25 independent simulation runs with random-
ized start indices for the 25 traffic streams. The calculation
is done for the complete duration of the trace and indices
corresponding to a time larger than the trace length are ob-
tained modulo the number of packets in the trace. So the
traffic is considered to be cyclic with a period equal to the
trace length.

For a value of B around 5800 byte the packet-event simu-
lation has a steep drop in the CCDF. This is caused by the
minimum time between packets, the maximum packet length
and the measurement of the traffic trace on a real network
with a finite queue size. There is no significant difference
between the 25 packet-event simulation runs for values of B
less than 5000 byte. For larger values of B, the irregular
drop in the CCDF for the different simulations makes the
statistics unreliable.

The infimum calculation of the large deviations approx-
imation prefers the plots corresponding to a fluid step of
0.1214 ms for values of B smaller than 3725 byte and to a
fluid step of 0.2428 ms for values of B larger than 3725 byte.

4. HYBRID SIMULATION

4.1 Simulation Strategy
In a hybrid simulation scheme, the foreground traffic is

handled in an adapted packet-event way. The workload of
the queue still changes discontinuously on each event, but
a number of virtual packets are fed into the queue before
the foreground packet is added. The virtual packets are
introduced to take the background traffic into account with-
out doing a packet event simulation of both foreground and
background traffic streams. The amount of network traffic
due to the foreground stream has to be small compared to
the background traffic.

The following strategy is used:

• if a new packet arrives in the network node and the
number of traffic units already in the queue and the
number of traffic units due to the background stream
plus the size of the new packet are less than the queue
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Figure 8: The mean CCDF of the buffer occupation
Q for a packet-event simulation (PE) of a random
multiplexed stream of 25 Bellcore LAN trace and
the CCDF of the large deviations (LD) approxima-
tion for the same traffic mix with a transmission
capacity of 100 Mbps and different fluid steps.

length, the packet is queued after the virtual back-
ground packets, otherwise the packet is dropped;

• if a packet is processed, e.g. the last traffic unit is put
on the wire, the following packet, real or virtual, can
leave the queue and the load of the queue decreases
with the size of the last packet.

Let tA
i be the arrival time of the ith packet of the foreground

traffic trace and tL
i the time that the ith packet, real or

virtual, leaves the queue. The workload of a queuing system
with a finite buffer size changes depending on the arrival
times, the leaving times, the buffer size B and Q̂ti = Qti−1 +
Ai + Vi

if t = tA
i : Qti = Q̂ti if Q̂ti ≤ B(20)

if t = tA
i : Qti = min

`
Qti−1 + Vi, B

´
if Q̂ti > B(21)

if t = tL
i : Qti = Qti−1 − Pi (22)

where Qt is the workload of the queue, Ai the size of the
arriving packet on time tA

i and Pi the size of the leaving
packet, real or virtual, on time tL

i . ti−1 is the previous
changing times of the load of the queue. Vi is the number of
traffic units due to the virtual packets. Every virtual packet
is scheduled before the arriving packet. tL

i can be calculated
considering the time needed to put a packet on the line

if the line is idle : tL
i = tA

i (23)

if the line is in use : tL
i = tL

i−1 +
Pi−1

C
(24)

where C is the transmission capacity in traffic units of the
network link.

The number of virtual traffic units Vi is calculated by sam-
pling the buffer occupation PDF of the background stream

to get the sampled value eVi:



Figure 9: Drawing of the hybrid simulation strat-
egy. A foreground packet (green) enters a queuing
system. A number of virtual packets (red) is cre-
ated depending on the sampled value of the PDF
of the buffer occupation of the background traffic
stream, the PDF of the background packet sizes and
the number of traffic units already in the system
(blue).

if eVi > Qt−1 : Vi = eVi −Qt−1 (25)

if eVi ≤ Qt−1 : Vi = 0 (26)

If the number of virtual traffic units Vi is less than the maxi-
mum packet size of the background stream, only one virtual
packet with size Vi is created. It this is not the case, the
packet sizes are calculate by sampling the PDF of the packet
sizes of the background traffic. The last virtual packet has
a size equal to the remaining traffic units once the number
of traffic units left is less than the maximum packet size.
Figure 3 shows a plot of the PDF of the packet sizes of the
Bellcore LAN trace.

Figure 9 shows a drawing of the hybrid buffer strategy. A
foreground packet enters the queuing system. In this exam-
ple 3 virtual background packets are created corresponding
to the sampled value of the buffer occupation PDF of the
background traffic minus the number of traffic units from the
packet that was already in the queue. The size of the vir-
tual packets is obtained by sampling the packet sizes PDF
of the background traffic stream. The virtual packets are
put into the queue before the foreground packet. The fore-
ground packet sees a buffer occupation of the sum of the
traffic units of the 3 virtual packets and the existing packet
in the system.

4.2 Background PDF
The large deviations approximation of equation (13) gives

an estimate for the CCDF of the buffer occupation due to
the background stream. The PDF of the buffer occupation
can be obtained by subtraction of the CCDF for a queue
load B − 1 and B.

fLD(Q = B) = Pr(Q > B)− Pr(Q > B + 1) (27)

The CCDF of the buffer occupation in the large deviations
approximation, equation (13), can directly be obtained from
the background trace, e.g. a list of pairs (ti, Ai) consisting
of an arrival time, ti, and a packet size, Ai. The moment
generating function φt(s) = EesSt(τ) is needed for the calcu-
lation of the CCDF.

φt(s) =
1

T − t

Z T−t

τ=0

esSt(τ)dτ

For a fixed time step t, the cumulative arrival process St(τ)
and also φt(s) are piece-wise constant functions which jump
at the time epochs that a packet enters or leaves the record-
ing interval t. Let tA

i be the entering time of the ith packet
of the traffic trace in the fluid step t and tL

i the leaving time
of the same packet. St(τ) changes

if τj = tA
i : St(τj) = St(τj−1) + Ai (28)

if τj = tL
i : St(τj) = St(τj−1)−Ai (29)

where Ai is the size of the arriving packet on time tA
i and

τj−1 is the previous jump time. The list of pairs (τj , St(τj))
can be transformed in a convenient new list of pairs (vt, θt,vt)
for the calculation of φt(s) where

θt,vt =

τmaxX
τj=0

τj1vt (St(τj)) (30)

and τmax = max (τj). Only the total time θt,vt that St(τj) =
vt is important for the calculation of φt(s). The moment
generating functions and derivatives in the variable s reduces
to

φt(s) =
1

T − t

vmax,tX
vt=0

θt,vte
svt (31)

φ
′
t(s) =

1

T − t

vmax,tX
vt=0

θt,vtvte
svt (32)

φ
′′
t (s) =

1

T − t

vmax,tX
vt=0

θt,vtv
2
t esvt (33)

where vmax,t = max (St(τj)). This simplifies the calculation
of st, in equation (15), and of σ2

t̂ , in equation (16). It also
reduces the memory consumption by not storing the list of
pairs (τj , St(τj)).

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To validate this novel hybrid simulation concept, a test

scenario is evaluated in which 25 Bellcore LAN traces, the
background traffic, are multiplexed over a 100 Mbps and are
fed into a queuing system together with a variable number n
of video streams. These video streams, the foreground traf-
fic, are H.264 coded and are combined with a corresponding
voice stream that uses a Siren14 codec. The Bellcore LAN
trace consists of one million packets with a mean rate of
1.105 Mbps captured in 3.143 ks. One stream of video and
voice has a mean rate of 298 kbps and has a duration of 329
s. During this time an interview was filmed in a busy street.
The video is streamed and captured on a unsaturated LAN.

The packet-event simulation has a simulation time, e.g.
the simulated time, that equals the capture time of the Bell-
core trace. During the simulation the video stream is con-
tinuously played and all the multiplexing is done in a cyclic
way with a random start index of the traces. During one
simulation 50 million Bellcore LAN events and 746410 · n
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Figure 10: The CCDF of the waiting time w of a
packet-event simulation and a hybrid simulation for
different values of the number of foreground video
streams n. The background traffic is composed of
25 randomly multiplexed Bellcore LAN traces. The
transmission capacity equals 100 Mbps.

video stream events are handled. The plotted results, fig-
ures 10 and 11, are the mean values of 25 independent runs
with randomized start indices.

The hybrid simulation has the same simulation time to
ensure that both simulation have the same accuracy which
equals 1/(746410 · n). Only ten runs had to be carried out
before a 95% confidence interval could be obtained.

The waiting time w of a video stream packet in the queu-
ing system is chosen as performance indicator. The waiting
time corresponds to the time a packet is queued up in the
buffer before being transmitted. Figures 10 and 11 show the
CCDF of the waiting times for different values of n11. For
small values of the mean waiting time the hybrid approach
overestimates the CCDF with a small amount for all values
of n. This is directly related to the slightly higher value
of the CCDF of the buffer occupation for the large devia-
tions calculation compared to the packet-event simulation
in figure 8. For larger values of the waiting time the hybrid
method underestimates the CCDF of the waiting time. If
n equals 20 or larger, there is a significant difference be-
tween the hybrid simulation and the complete packet-event
simulation for high values of the waiting time. The buffer
occupation which is seen by an incoming foreground packet
in the adapted packet-event simulation, is only composed
of background packets. For a high value of n the buffer
occupation distribution is no longer only dependent on the
background stream but also the foreground packets have to
be included.

Table 1 shows the proportion of the mean rate of the
foreground video stream to the total traffic rate as a func-
tion of n, the number of foreground video streams with
ρ = µvideo

µBellcore+µvideo
the traffic proportion of the foreground

11Values of n larger than 25 clearly violate the hypothesis
that the mean rate of the foreground traffic has to be small
compared to the mean rate of the background traffic. Simu-
lations for higher values have been carried out to obtain the
limits of the working domain of the hybrid method.
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Figure 11: The CCDF of the waiting time w of a
packet-event simulation and a hybrid simulation for
different values of the number of foreground video
streams n. The background is composed of 25 ran-
domly multiplexed Bellcore LAN traces. The trans-
mission capacity equals 100 Mbps.

n ρ R D

5 0.051 0.0695 0.0054
10 0.097 0.1298 0.0065
15 0.139 0.1829 0.0132
20 0.177 0.2299 0.0270
25 0.212 0.2718 0.0451

Table 1: Comparison of the traffic proportion of the
foreground video stream to the total traffic rate ρ,
the number of generated events R, and the mean
quadratic difference over 60 samples of the loga-
rithmic CCDFs, D between the hybrid simulation
and the corresponding complete packet-event sim-
ulation as a function of the number of foreground
video streams.

video stream to the total traffic rate, R = #H
#PE

the propor-

tion of generated events and D = (CCDFH − CCDFPE)2

the mean quadratic difference over 60 samples of the loga-
rithmic CCDFs between the hybrid simulation (H) and the
corresponding complete packet-event simulation (PE). The
background traffic is composed of 25 randomly multiplexed
Bellcore LAN traces and the transmission capacity equals
100 Mbps. For a traffic proportion of 10%, only 13% of the
events are needed to get a mean quadratic difference of the
logarithmic values of the CCDF of less than 1%. The run
time of the large deviations calculation is moderate12 com-
pared to the run time of one packet-event simulation. If the
number of runs is counted for the packet-event simulations
to converge in a 95% confidence interval, the unoptimized
hybrid method in the test scenario realizes a 20 fold speed
up compared to the complete packet-event simulation.

6. CONCLUSION
1230% of one run of the packet-event simulation in the test
scenario



In this paper, a novel hybrid simulation technique is de-
tailed and evaluated. The results of a large deviations fluid
flow analysis of the background traffic stream is integrated
in the packet-event simulation of the foreground traffic. The
large deviations calculation gives the PDF of the buffer oc-
cupation for a x-times multiplexed background traffic. This
calculation depends on the transmission capacity. During
the packet-event simulation, the obtained PDF can be sam-
pled to add virtual packets with a combined size equal to the
sampled value, each time a foreground packet arrives in the
queuing system. This give the opportunity to easily inte-
grate this novel technique in an existing simulator as ns-2 or
J-Sim without the overhead and the complexity to synchro-
nize between the fluid-flow simulator and the packet-event
simulator. To obtain accurate results, the mean rate of the
foreground stream has to be small compared to the mean
rate of the background traffic. Good results are obtained
when the mean rate of foreground traffic is less than 10% of
the mean rate of the background traffic stream.

Both captured traces or synthetic traffic can be used as
input for the large deviations calculation and the packet-
event simulation. The only requirement for the background
streams is that they are composed of many independent traf-
fic streams so that the Many Source Large Deviations ap-
proximation is valid. In the examples the Bellcore LAN
trace, which contains long-range dependent and self-similar
traffic, is used with satisfactory results.

In a rudimentary queuing system, the number of discrete
events is reduced and the total run time of the hybrid simula-
tion is only 5 % of the run time of a packet-event simulation.
Recent traffic traces contain billions of packets and similar
reductions can mean a great speed up of the simulations
without sacrificing the detailed packet-event results for the
foreground applications.

In a future paper, the results of the application of this
hybrid method to a large number of recent traffic traces as
background streams and to several foreground applications
will be presented. Not only the mean waiting time of a
foreground packet in the queue will be considered but also
other performance indicators, e.g. the jitter of the packets
of the foreground traffic and the drop rate.

Topics for further research also include:

• integrating the traffic of the foreground application
into the large deviations calculation to eliminate the
constraint that the mean rate of the foreground traf-
fic has to be small compared to the mean rate of the
background stream;

• simulating a more complicated network topology, e.g.
tandem queues;

• integrating the hybrid method in an existing packet-
event simulator;

• extending the FIFO queue to priority queuing and gen-
eralized processor sharing; this allows to consider the
impact of quality of service constraints of the back-
ground stream;

• adapting the model to include wireless base-stations
and ad-hoc networks based on a generalized processor
sharing approach where each device is considered to
have one queue and the medium is shared between all
the devices.
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